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Background: 
Sustainability Options was contracted to develop and provide an independent home           
performance advisory service to contribute to improving housing quality in Rotorua. This            
action was identified in the Sustainable Living Strategy. The service began in March             
2017 and was further supported by Bay of Plenty Regional Council which saw the              
opportunity for independent advice to householders to improve the uptake and           
outcomes of the Hot Swap programme aimed at improving air quality. 

Service: 
To deliver an Eco-design / Home performance advisory service to the Rotorua Lakes             
community. 

Core objective: 
To develop and deliver an advisory service that is provided to the Rotorua community              
as their first point of trusted reference in seeking independent advice about healthy,             
sustainable, high performing homes. 

Core outcome: 
To educate and influence the improvement of housing conditions across the community. 

Reference: 
Rotorua Sustainable Living Strategy (July 2016 – towards 2030), objective 3; People            
live in affordable healthy homes – all people are housed to meet their needs. 

Delivery: 
Our desire this year, was fourfold: 

1. to visit at least 150 homes; 
2. to broaden the range of referrals & strengthen partner relationships; 
3. to hold more workshops and presentations (to engage rangatahi and those 

transitioning into housing); 
4. to see a greater number of self-referrals. 
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Visits: 
Over the past 12 months we visited 154 homes under the HPA programme.We visited a               
further 469 households under the Hot Swap programme. We also visited an additional             
102 homes in Kaingaroa, sharing the HPA programme but paid for by TPK. The total               
homes visited under the influence of the HPA umbrella was 701. 
 
Due to the specific requirements of the Hot Swap programme we treated these visits              
quite separately. Whilst we shared as much as practical about Housing Performance,            
we only invoiced for 16 homes from this programme, where a full additional visit was               
required. We faced a huge influx of Hot Swap assessments this year due to the               
implementation of the Rotorua ‘Air Quality Control Bylaw 2017’ - which prohibits the use              
of all non-compliant solid fuel burners after 31st January 2020. This caused a large              
increase in the number of assessments carried out around this date as individuals             
wanted to ensure their homes were up to standard before the bylaw was in place. 
 
The 102 Kaingaroa visits all used the principles of HPA and in this regard we               
acknowledged to Te Puni Kōkiri the support of RLC. This support being most obvious in               
the development of workshops to further increase the capacity of the local community to              
undertake a number of DIY projects. This project was an excellent example of             
collaboration between our HPA work in Rotorua and the needs of TPK in Kaingaroa. 
 
The 154 dedicated Home Performance visits focussed on a range of issues; from             
renovations, to healthy homes, leaking gutters, high power bills, cold, damp, mould,            
ventilation systems, what heating to consider, and a range of other enquiries. Each visit              
took between 60 – 90 minutes. All visits were followed up, either by email, a partner                
agency, written information, or a phone call. Some homes have been visited 2-3 times,              
to ensure delivery against expectation. 7 of these visits were to Council Kaumatua flats. 
 
Referrals: 
We achieved our goal of extending the range of referrals into the programme. Referrals              
were received from 17 different sources, with growth in self-referrals and a large             
increase in referrals coming in through our website. The majority of referrals (73%)             
came through our key partners - Healthy Homes, Website, Te Puni Kokiri (TPK) and              
HotSwap. 
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Workshops and Community Engagement: 
Key points to note were:  
 

● 2 workshops held (2 cancelled due to COVID) 
● 30 - 40 individuals in attendance 
● Active participation with Council in the development of He Papakāinga, He           

Hāpori Taurikura 
● Strong partnership with Council in Facebook and Video communications 
● Targeted focus to engage with rangatahiTargeted focus to engage with groups           

transitioning into housing 
● Continued focus on building strong relationships, through meaningful delivery  

 
Workshop commentary 

With the release of the Healthy Homes Standards, SO sought the support from MBIE to               
deliver a targeted workshop to landlords and property managers about the standards.            
This was delivered using material provided by MBIE. Close to 20 people attended this              
session at the Rotorua Lakes Council in September 2019. Communication was then            
maintained with attendees around updates from MBIE regarding the standards. This           
workshop came about due to MBIE not holding a workshop in Rotorua, therefore SO              
offering to do so. 

SO has partnered with the Salvation Army in the design and delivery of the Rotorua               
based Te Wharepono (Ready to Rent) Programme. This is an ongoing and successful             
programme connecting with many community agencies including Citizens Advice         
Bureau, Rotorua Property Investors and Family Focus to name a few. SO’s course was              
on the practical ‘healthy homes’ tips tenants (current or would be) could take into their               
new home. The first course was delivered in March 2020, with the second due during               
the COVID lockdown and so delivered in July (outside of the timeframe of this report).               
Each session delivered to approximately 20 people with resources and contact details            
provided to encourage participants to contact SO for a full assessment once in their              
home.  

Other workshops have been planned and then cancelled due to COVID, as well as due               
to the Te Wharepono programme which provided the opportunity for many           
organisations to send their clients to one central location for multiple training sessions. 

SO is actively working on opportunities to engage with rangitahi and is            
developing partnerships with appropriate organisations to further this. 
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Partnerships: 
A key objective of the programme was to develop and work in synergy with other               
community organisations and partnerships. With each of these partnerships we have           
been able to develop a steady flow of referrals and activity supporting household             
improvements and improved housing conditions.  

The most pleasing aspects of these relationships, has been the increased support that             
homes are able to benefit from:  

● The Healthy Homes partnership; has provided families with practical needs          
including: curtains, heaters, blankets, sheets, clothing, beds (65 families). 
 

● The Regional Council partnership; has provided families with financial access to           
insulation and heating opportunities. (469 Families). 
 

● The Te Arawa Whanau Ora (TAWO) & Te Puni Korkiri (TPK) partnerships have             
provided families with minor and major repairs, investing tens of thousands of            
dollars: fixed guttering, safer showers, roof repairs, wall and cladding repairs,           
plumbing and electrical repairs. (122 Families). 
 

● The Warmer Kiwi Homes EECA partnership: this has enabled us to provide            
pathways for subsidised insulation and heating. (40+ families) 
 

● Rotorua hospital: The Hospital social services have helped identify families in           
need, has opened doors to visits, and has also provided support for activity in the               
home, regarding warmth and comfort. (4 families). 
 

● Asthma NZ have supported 1 family with advice and medical support. 
 

● The Child Cancer Foundation has supported 1 family with advice and medical            
support. 
 

● From communication through Council with Kaumatua flat occupants, we received          
enquiry to visit 7 homes. 
 

● Property managers: over the past year, we have had success with many rental             
homes in achieving: minor repairs, insulation and improved heating outcomes. 
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Statistics 
Referrals 

In 2019-20 we received 188 referrals through our Home Performance Assessments           
programme. There have been a total of 597 referrals since the beginning of this              
programme in 2017. 

 
 
Over the past 12 months, 154 homes were visited. Over the total programme (including              
Hot Swap, Kaingaroa and HPA) 701 homes have been visited. 
 
We were unable to reach 7 individuals and had 15 cancellations. We are in contact with                
and waiting to visit 12 referrals - these visits will be carried into our 2020-21 annual                
visits. We faced delays due to the Covid-19 outbreak which in turn meant that some               
referrals were not visited before the end of our annual reporting period.  
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Referral Sources: 

 

 

We have had a healthy flow of referrals throughout the year. This has worked well with                
regards to good response times (with the exception of COVID). The referral’s have             
come from 18 different sources with the majority (72%), coming from 4 key             
relationships/sources: Healthy Homes, the Sustainability Options Website, Te Puni         
Kokiri (TPK) and Hot Swap. It has been great to see the number of self-referrals (via                
website, phone call, mail drop, face to face). 
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Geographic spread 

The following graph shows the geographical spread of the suburbs referred to us in              
2019-20. This is in order of highest – lowest number of referrals received in this area.                
We have had a great spread across the district. This chart does not consider the 102                
visits in Kaingaroa under the TPK activity there. 
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Housing 
 
House Size:  
The range of houses visited varied between 40sqm and 260sqm. With an average size              
of 112sqm. 

Age of Property: 
The house ages ranged from 1920’s-2000’s, with 1960-70’s being the most common.  

 
Number of bedrooms: 
The majority of homes had 3 bedrooms. The range varied from 1-6 bedrooms. 
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Number in Home: 
The occupancy ranged from 0 - 15, with 2-4 occupants per home being most common.               
Interestingly, this is a far more diverse spread than previous years. 

 

Occupancy of Home: 
On the assumption that over-occupancy is where one bedroom is occupied by more             
than two, and under occupancy is where one bedroom is not occupied, 15% of homes               
were over-occupied, 53% were full, and 32% of homes were under-occupied.           
Interestingly, both over and under occupancy were increased over last year. 
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OBSERVATIONS: 
 
Cladding: 
The most common cladding types were: Iron, Timber and Fibre-Cement. 27% of homes             
visited required remedial action to improve their cladding condition.  

 
Roofing: 
Most of the homes had an iron roof (70%), with a smaller percentage (14%) having tiles.                
20% of the homes visited required remedial action to improve their roofing condition. 

 

Insulation: 
73% of the homes had an underfloor cavity. 40% of homes required action on their               
underfloor insulation. 54% required action on a Ground Moisture Barrier. 75% of the             
homes had a ceiling cavity. 31% of homes required action on their ceiling insulation. 
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Condition: 
The majority of homes (67%) were in reasonable condition, whilst (10%) were in             
excellent condition. 21% required reasonable work to bring them up to an acceptable             
level. A small percentage (2%) were not acceptable or barely acceptable and required             
significant work. 17% of the homes were ‘barely acceptable’, requiring a range of             
recommendations. This was a small increase from last year(15%). 

 

Demographics: 
The graph below shows a good mix of homes were visited, across a range of incomes                
and life cycle stages. Roughly 40% of the homes had vulnerable occupants (babies &              
elderly), a further 26% of homes had at risk occupants (young children). Extended             
family households may also include children, babies and/or elderly individuals but it is             
not possible to break down the data into exact figures. 
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Income  
The majority of visits (72%) were to low income homes (estimated income) households.             
18% were to ‘General Income’, and 2% were to ‘High Income’ households. Income was              
estimated based on discussions with families and an understanding of their community            
card status. 
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Context 
Upon visiting the home, a conversation about what was important to the owner/             
occupier was undertaken. The prime focus of the visit was then orientated towards this              
area of concern. Accordingly, the visit to every home was different with different             
conversations. The assessment varied according to what was considered important by           
the home owner/ occupier. 
 
During the visit, the intention was to focus on the identified area of concern and to                
provide education, solutions and recommendations to address this/these. As the          
assessment of the home progressed, any other areas of concern identified were            
highlighted and discussed. 
 
A critical element of each home visit was the opportunity to educate, to discuss and to                
explore better housing performance, healthier housing and warmer, more comfortable          
conditions.  
 
The key to a healthy home and sustainable living conditions, is a combination of good               
building elements, maintenance, and occupancy behaviours. During the visit we put a            
lot of emphasis on encouraging families/ whanau on how best ‘to drive their home’              
(occupancy behaviours). 
 
At the conclusion of the visit recommendations, actions and suggestions are discussed            
with the owner/ occupier. Detailed below, are the key actions that have been             
recommended across the 154 visits.  
 
Where appropriate, these recommendations and actions are followed up by email and            
often supporting evidence is provided to encourage action. Landlords are called or            
written to (where permission is given, or where the visit has been initiated by them). In                
some instances, reports are written where funding is being sought to help improve the              
home. 
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Actions 
 
Exterior: 
The graph below details the exterior actions recommended to the home owners/            
occupiers. 
 

 
 
The most common actions recommended for the exterior of the home were the need for               
a Ground Vapour Barrier (GVB), with 54% of all homes visited being recommended to              
take action on this. Actions on Cladding (42%) and Guttering (36%) were also highly              
recommended. These actions have all increased since last year. Recommendations on           
Underfloor Insulation actions have decreased in the last year as this was the second              
highest action needed in 2018-19. 
 
Whilst it is commonly understood that insulation will help a home to retain warmth, it is                
not commonly understood that the installation of a ground vapour barrier will assist in              
minimizing ‘rising damp/moisture’. However, understanding around this appears to be          
improving. 
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The following breakdown details all actions recommended for homes visited: 
 

● 54% Ground Vapour Barrier; 
● 42% Cladding; 
● Over 33% Guttering and Downpipes; 
● Roughly 25% Underfloor Insulation and Circulation; 
● Between 15%-20% Drainage, Shading and Roofing; 
● Roughly 13% Paving and Steps. 

 
388 identified actions were marked as ‘action required to address’, with 42 actions             
marked as an urgent priority. 
 
Overall; 430 exterior actions were recommended across 154 homes.  
 
Interior: 
The graph below details the interior actions recommended to the home owners/            
occupiers. 
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The most commonly recommended interior actions were to install draught proofing           
(52%), closely followed by improving bathroom ventilation (48%) and temperature (46%)           
of the home. Draught proofing recommendations were accompanied by education as to            
how and what product options were available. 
 
The following breakdown details all actions recommended for homes visited: 
 

● 52% Draught Proofing 
● 48% Bathroom Ventilation 
● 46% Temperature 
● 44% Curtains & Rails 
● 42% Window Frames 
● 39% Condensation 
● 38% Heating Adequacy 
● 33% Mould 

 
42% of the homes required window related actions. Interestingly, still over 30% of the              
homes required ceiling insulation actions. When ceiling insulation was recommended,          
advice was given as to quality and suggested providers along with appropriate            
subsidies. Curtain recommendations were supported by referrals to the Curtain Bank           
where appropriate. 
 
668 identified actions were marked as ‘action required to address’, with 23 actions             
marked as ‘education given’ and 60 actions marked as an urgent priority. 
 
Overall; 751 interior actions were recommended across 154 homes.  
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Warm and Dry: 
The graphs below look at actions and considerations around the fundamentals of            
heating and internal moisture control. 
 

 
 

● 37% of homes did not have adequate heating for the home. 
● 38% of the homes were experiencing condensation issues, with 33% having the            

presence of mould.  
 
Education was given and actions were developed around ventilation; bathroom          
ventilation and kitchen ventilation and heating, for over half of the homes. 
 
20% had very high-power bills, which necessitated detailed discussions. This figure           
under-represents the concerns around power use, as detailed power analysis and           
discussions weren’t conducted (due to time limitations) in many homes. 
 
281 Warm & Dry actions were recommended across 154 homes visited.  
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Follow-up  
 
To assess the success of the RLC 2019-20 Home Performance Assessment Project we             
carried out follow-up interviews with the participants. This was carried out through            
telephone interviews as well as a questionnaire being created by SurveyMonkey and            
sent to participants via email and text.  
 
We asked the following questions: 

● Did you find the service helpful?  
● What did you find helpful about the service?  
● Did you take actions based on the advice given?  
● What did you do if anything? If not why not?  
● What do you think could be done to improve the service? 
● Would you recommend it? 
● Level of Awareness & Engagement (‘State of Mauri’)  

 
During these interviews we also tried to assess the individual’s ‘State of Mauri’. 
 
We attempted to contact all 154 homes visited in 2019-20. We received a response/              
participation from 63 households. We were unable to gather feedback from the            
remaining households - they either didn’t respond to our contact efforts, or we no longer               
held valid contact details for them and therefore could not make contact. 
 
● Was the Service Helpful? 
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55 respondents (87%) found the service helpful. 7 people (11%) were unsure, and 1              
person (2%) did not find the service helpful. 
 
● What did you find helpful? 

 
This was an open comment question, with a wide range of discursive answers. From              
the conversations and comments gathered, we summarised the answers into common           
themes/topics to see what was most commonly mentioned. The following image           
displays the most commonly mentioned answers. The larger the font size of the words              
below, the higher number of answers given on this theme. 

 
From this we can conclude that individuals find the ‘education, information and advice’             
aspect of our service extremely helpful. They also feel supported by our friendly staff              
and found it useful to receive practical tips around keeping their homes warm, dry,              
well-insulated and energy efficient. Many also mentioned that having a physical written            
report was very helpful for ongoing reference as well as to present to their landlord to                
encourage action. 
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The following graph breaks down the above figures: 

 
● Did you take action? / What actions did you take? 

 
Of the 60 respondents (some skipped this question); 44 (73%) took actions following the              
visit to their home. 7 (11%) did not take any actions yet, but still intend to (some delayed                  
due to covid etc.) and 9 (15%) are not taking any actions. 
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The respondents were asked what actions they took and gave their answer in comment              
form. The top 5 actions taken by households following the visit were: 
 

1. Installed/ Improved Insulation 
2. Hung Curtains 
3. Improved Ventilation 
4. Sent Written Report to Landlord 
5. Fixed Drafts 

 
The following graph details the full list of answers given: 
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● What could we do to improve? 

 
When asked - ‘What do you think could be done to improve the service?’ - the majority                 
of respondents (66%) answered “No improvements needed” and indicated they were           
happy with the service as is. A range of other answers were given in comment form and                 
are summarised as follows: 
 

- Help speed process along/ follow-up with partner agencies 
- More advice for mixed joinery types (e.g. aluminium) 
- More advertising of service 
- Support in making landlord take action 
- Reduce time between visits & follow-up 
- More help with funding 

 
● Would you recommend our service? 

 
80% of all respondents would recommend our service - with 40% of those stating they               
would ‘Highly Recommend’. 20% of respondents were unsure about recommending          
(this seemed to be the case if they still had outstanding issues with their homes, if they                 
had not taken any actions following the visit or if they were finding it difficult to                
distinguish our service from other services (e.g. insulators, installers etc.). None of the             
respondents stated they would not recommend our service. 
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● Level of Awareness & Engagement - ‘State of Mauri’: 
 

We try to gauge each household's level of awareness and engagement (or ‘state of              
Mauri’) through home visits and follow-up feedback. This measure is largely qualitative            
and is based upon the perception of the assessor and researcher, based on the level of                
engagement during the visit and the level of action and progress from the follow-up.              
This measure is based upon the Māori states of ‘Mauri’: 

 
➢ Mauri moe: the occupant is not aware of what is happening in their home and is                

not engaging in seeking improvement; 
➢ Mauri oho: the occupant is aware of what is happening, but is not engaging in               

seeking improvement; 
➢ Mauri tu: the occupant is wanting to improve, but is not sure how and is               

struggling to do so; 
➢ Mauri ora: the occupant is comfortable with how to improve and is willing to take               

the initiative; 
➢ Mauri tau: the occupant is advocating and sharing information with others. 

 
Due to the qualitative nature of this measurement, it is not possible to assess every               
household both before and after visits - e.g. if the participant did not respond to our                
request for feedback, or if they filled out the questionnaire online etc. 

We were successful in directly comparing 50 households however. Of these 50, we             
rated 21 (42%) as having shifted up to a better state of awareness and action. 19 (38%)                 
stayed the same, 10 (20%) shifted down. 
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Hot Swap 
 
Throughout the 2019-20 year we visited 469 households under the Hot Swap            
programme. 
 
We faced a huge influx of Hot Swap assessments this year due to the implementation of                
the Rotorua ‘Air Quality Control Bylaw 2017’ - which prohibits the use of all              
non-compliant solid fuel burners after 31st January 2020. This caused a large increase             
in the number of assessments carried out around this date as individuals wanted to              
ensure their homes were up to standard before the bylaw was in place. 
 
Kaingaroa 
 
Over the past 3 years we have formed a positive relationship with Te Arawa Whānau               
Ora and Te Puni Kōkiri. This relationship has grown during the years to be a very good                 
collaboration, where we have worked together on workshops, assessments and          
education. During the course of the year we assessed 20 homes referred by Te Puni               
Kōkiri under the HPA programme. For these homes, Te Puni Kōkiri undertook a range              
of repairs and maintenance improvements.  
 
In September, Te Puni Kōkiri and Te Arawa approached us to assess and work with               
105 homes in Kaingaroa. What an amazing opportunity. They organised all the            
introductions and paid for the assessments. We were able to utilise the HPA knowledge              
that we had and were able to offer this service to each of these homes.  
 
Te Puni Kōkiri and Te Arawa have been working with each of the homes in the                
programme, implementing a range of critical repairs. Due to our relationship with            
Rotorua Lakes Council, we have been able to offer an increased level of support,              
education and workshop initiatives to support these activities. Unfortunately COVID19          
has delayed this activity, but this is now in progress for implementation over the next               
few months.  
 
The opportunity to partner with TPK, Rotorua Lakes Council and Te Arawa Whānau Ora              
is very unique and has meant a higher level of activity and education that what may                
have been possible otherwise. 
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Attached 
 
➢ HPA Report Cumulative Data (2017 - 2020) 
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